
//SERVICES GUIDE



M E E T  Y A Z M I N

My name is Yazmin and I am a freelance creative. I have always loved 

anything design and business related. I have gained a first class marketing 

degree followed by a certification in graphic design; which has given me 

the necessary skills to become a freelancer. I have also worked alongside 

industry experts including Bill Strohacker (ex creative at Virgin), Nick 

Williams (ex head of graphics Europe for Levi Jeans & head of graphics 

worldwide for Puma) and Glyn Dillon (co-costume designer for Star Wars). 

Having my work critiqued by such designers has taught me the importance 

of every stage and the elements that contribute to great design. 

While I continue to grow every day, I am committed to making sure every 

piece of my work is completed to the highest standards and ensure that 

every one of my clients are more than happy with the results. I have also 

gained certifications for The Chartered Institute of Marketing so I have a 

broad knowledge on how great design can influence a consumer’s decision-

making process. I continuously look for new ways to learn and grow and 

keep up to date with the latest software.

 

I know the importance of high quality design and I love what I do, I will take 

on your business as if it was my own. I have also been recognised for my 

customer service as I will not rest until my clients are happy; after all, design 

is the face of a business. 

  

I work across a range of design disciplines including logo design, business 

card designs, price lists, website design & more. See my services. Websites 

can leave a long lasting impression on your customers through design but 

also by providing the needed information in a user friendly way that makes 

the experience sleek and easy. Let’s take your business to the next level. If 

you require something more specific please don’t hesitate to contact me.    

 

YOUR BRAND IS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT INVESTMENT YOU CAN MAKE IN YOUR BUSINESS- STEVE FORBES
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T I P S 

TIP #1 DO YOUR RESEARCH 

You will always see ads online for companies who can make you a ‘cheap’  

logo. These places will always exist however, you get what you pay for. You 

are far better off investing into a reliable designer and paying for quality; 

after all it will benefit your business in the long run. You are paying for 

the designers time and skill so listen to your intuition. After asking some 

questions you will understand if the designer is the right fit for your brand.

 

TIP #2 LOOK AT THEIR CONTENT

A professional and informative website will show they are invested in their 

business. Check out their testimonials and previous work, this should help 

give you an idea of their style and if it is a good fit. 

  

TIP #3 UNDERSTAND YOUR OWN STYLE

It is very important to understand your own style and needs when looking 

for a designer. Have a look at their work, look for designers who’s work you 

admire. Carefully consider your own style before contacting any designers 

and understand that you are investing into your business. 

 

TIP #4 BE CLEAR WITH YOUR GOALS 

 The more information you can provide the designer, the easier the process 

will be; even if you know the style that you like and have a few examples to 

show, this will be beneficial. 

TIP #5 ASK SOME QUESTIONS

-Will I own copyright?

-What is your design process like?

-Are designs original?

-What file types will I receive?

-What do you need from me?
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L O G O  D E S I G N

Your brand is the first point of contact with consumers. A brand 

should be instantly recognisable, memorable and should start with 

a great logo. A logo gives your business an identity and provides a 

great foundation for future marketing efforts. 

Four (4) logo concepts 

Allowance for multiple adjustments until client is happy with the outcome

Final artwork supplied in EPS, JPEG, PNG, & PDF
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W E B S I T E  D E S I G N

Having a website can help your business grow. The internet has a 

far wider reach than any other marketing strategy and can give your 

business credibility. 93% of people use the internet to find a local 

business and is a vital tool for attracting customers. 

First impressions matter. ‘Just’ having a website isn’t necessarily 

enough. If your website is poorly designed and not user friendly, 

potential customers will look elsewhere. Websites also need to be 

mobile optimized to give users the best experience. Don’t overlook 

a well-designed website as it will help to establish trust, which could 

potentially lead to a sale in the future. 

I focus on small- medium sized business websites that owners can 

easily maintain/ update once designed; of course, I can do this 

hassle free (for you for a small fee) if you wish.

I create all websites/ designs from scratch.

Allowance for multiple adjustments until client is happy with the outcome.



S E R V I C E S

LOGO DESIGN 

Four (4) logo concepts & multiple adjustments 

WEBSITE DESIGN

Website Design; up to five (5) pages + blog page if required (Original 

modern design, mobile optimized, integrated socials, basic SEO, 

custom domain, hosting)

- Additional pages

*Yearly hosting fee will be charged directly from supplier after year 1 

to keep website running

E-commerce store; up to five (5) pages + blog page if required 

(Original modern design, mobile optimized, integrated socials, 

basic SEO, custom domain, hosting, accept online payments 100% 

comission free).

*Yearly hosting fee will be charged directly from supplier after year 1 

to keep website running

MARKETING

One side (DL or A5; flyer/ price list) 

Double side (DL or A5 flyer/ price list) 

Menu (dependant on spec) 

Trifold flyer two sided (DL) 

STATIONERY

Business card (double sided) 

Loyalty Card (double sided)

Gift Voucher (double sided)

A4 Letterhead 

A4 Invoice 

With compliments slip 

SOCIAL

Instagram post 

Instagram Highlight (Set) 

Social Media Banner

*I offer some package deals when multiple services are booked

I offer a range of services as shown below. My broad range of 

services cover logo design, websites, business cards, brochures & 

more. If you can’t see something send me an e-mail; yazminpatten@

hotmail.co.uk and I will be happy to send you a quote. 

I require 50% of payment up front, then the additional 50% once the 

project has been completed to ensure that you are happy with the 

outcome. I offer a design only service however, I know some great 

places to get your artwork printed and will happily recommend them. 




